GUIDELINE

3.23 Campus Radio Network

Purpose

To provide information on the current Radio Network used by the Security Department.

Guideline

The University Security Department currently operates a Digital Radio system with features such as GPS Tracking (via a GPS Handset) and a Duress Alarm.

Other Departments within the University who also use the same Digital Radio System are:

- MGSM (no GPS, no Duress Alarm)
- University Library (no GPS, have Duress Alarm)
- Property Trades (no GPS, have Duress Alarm)
- Property Day Cleaners (no GPS, have Duress Alarm)

GPS tracking and the Radio Duress Alarm system are monitored via a computer which is housed in the Security Control Centre.

The Campus Radio Network currently works over two frequencies. One frequency, containing one channel which is currently used by MGSM and another frequency, with two channels currently used by the Security Department, University Library, Property Trades and Property Cleaners.

In the event of an emergency, Security are able to contact all radio users on their frequency by changing channels if necessary) and vice versa. Security Officers are unable to contact any MGSM Radios.
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